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Free printable grocery list for diabetes

Ready to start storing food and other household goods, but not sure what to include in the stash? Then read this list of non-herds for help. Just go beyond things you don't need and add things that you do. Let the storage game begin! BAKING SUPPLIESFlourYeastSaltGranulated sugarPowdered sugarBead sugarZabaking powderBaking sodaCorn mealCorn starchCocoaVanilla
extractVaric oil (rapeseed, olive, etc.) SpiceSoneyPowdered milkSweetened condensed milkChocolate chipsNutsWhite vinegar Apply cider vinegar________________________________________________________________________________________
BREAKFASTCerealOatmeal____________________________________________________________________________________________ LUNCH AND DINNERPrepared meat (tuna, samon, chicken, etc.)) Broth: (chicken, beef, etc.) RiceDried pastaBeansPeanut butterJelly or jamTomato-based products (sauce, paste, stewed, crushed, etc.) Canned fruits and
vegetablesSoupSoupEd fruit and
vegetables____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SNACKSPopcornPretzels/Chips________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ CONDIMENTSKetchupMustardMayonnaiseSalad dressingBarbeque
sauce____________________________________________________________________________________________ DRINKSWaterCoffeeTeaSodaJuice____________________________________________________________________________________________ toilet NEEDSDap (bar and liquid)ShampooConditionerHair products (gel, mousee, hair
spray)LotionDeodorantToothbrushesToothpasteMouthwashRazorsHaving cream or shaving soapAftershave Feminine products____________________________________________________________________________________________ MEDICINEOTC medications (aspirin, ibuprofen, etc.) Prescription medicines CLEANING SUPPLIES DetergentsDištěkutá
liquidDishwasher detergent___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ PAPER AND PLASTIC GOODSSupply paperPaper towelsNapkinsTrash bagsFreezer bagsSandwich bagsFoilPlastic wrap Expression
paper____________________________________________________________________________________________ HOUSEHOLD GOODSPatteriesLights bulbsCandlesMatches____________________________________________________________________________________________ OTHER Accessories (formula, diapers, wipes, etc.) Stocks of pet animals (food,
bedding, Printable Food Stockpile List Every time I read a blog about extreme coupons, I am in awe of the author's grocery shopping skills. By stacking coupons with sales, these super shoppers manage to save more than 50% on every item they buy. But when I try to copy their strategy, I can never pull it off. In any given week, I'm lucky if I can only find one or two of these
fabulous offers on the item I need. And even finding these stores takes a lot of work – first collecting coupon inserts, then laboriously cross-checking them against my local supermarkets' sales flyers to look for deals that stack up. For a few dollars I manage to save, it just doesn't seem worth the effort. From time to time I come across coupons sites that promise to make this
process easier. The idea is that their employees do the job of matching sales with coupons, so you don't have to. However, when I tried this site personally, I found that it didn't always work as claimed. Some of them are so poorly organized that it's hard to find any offers that work. Others are easy to search for, but the offers they find aren't always there when you show up at the
store. So I decided to do a head-to-head test of all the coupon sites I could find and see which one might find me the best savings on a basket of food in my local supermarkets. I'd compare them all based on features, accuracy and ease of use and find out once and for all which coupon site is the best of the lot. Tip for: Before you get to the grocery store, download the Fetch
Rewards app. With fetch rewards, you can scan food receipts and earn points that you can redeem on gift cards to your favorite stores. Setup Test I wanted to find as many sites to test as possible, so I started by running several searches for terms like coupon sites and food stacking deals. My goal was to find a site that could do all of the following: Find stacking offers. I was
looking specifically for a site that did one particular thing: matching up food sales with coupons. I ignored other sites related to couponing, such as coupon-trimming services and price-comparison sites. Search multiple stores. I wanted a site that could help me find the best deals in all the supermarkets in my area. I didn't consider sites that focus on one particular store like I Heart
Publix. Include trades in my area. I wanted to be able to look at the offers I found in person, comparing them with store flyers and, if possible, at prices in the store itself. Since I live in the Northeast, I had to exclude the popular Southern Savers, which is looking specifically for deals in Dixie. They're still in business. I was surprised to learn that one of the most famous coupon sites,
The Grocery Game, was closed in 2016. However, posts on social media complain about this site helped direct me to a few other places that do the same job. After a few fairly extensive searches, I found four pages that met all my My plan was to visit every page and look for stacking deals on the five items I buy regularly: breakfast cereals, orange juice, canned soup, my favorite
brand of conditioner, and oxygen bleach. I deliberately don't include any fresh foods on the list, such as products or eggs, because coupons for those are so rare. After getting a list of deals from each site, I would check them against my own piles of supermarket sales flyers and coupon inserts to make sure they were legit. Then I would rate each page based on how easy it was to
search, how many trades it found, and how accurate those offers were. I'd rate each page on a 5-point scale for ease of use, accuracy and value, then average scores to come up with an overall score. Here's how it turned out. CouponMom There's a lot going on on CouponMom. This free site has a large database of printable coupons from various sources such as Procter &amp;
Gamble, Red Plum and SmartSource. There are also several tools to search stacking trades. You can look at food, drugstores, status-specific, store-specific, and item-specific offerings. The easy to use landing page for CouponMom is quite crowded. There is text highlighting specific offers, links to news and videos with how-to, and search boxes to find coupons or offers for a
specific item. In the midst of this chaos, it's hard to figure out where to go first. Since I was looking for five specific items, I decided to start with a box labeled to look for deals where you can search for a product by name. I wrote in the first item on my cereal list, and got a list of dozens of cereal stores in various stores around the country. To see the details of these deals, I had to
log into my account, but setting one was free and only lasted a few seconds. I chose a promising looking cereal deal and clicked on it, and the site displayed pages showing all the details: sales dates, sales price items, the amount I would need to buy to get that price, available coupons and discounts, final price, and percentage saved. Click Select this menu to add the item to your
shopping list. Working my way through my entire shopping list took a little effort. The search box was only available on the main page, so I had to go back there to enter each new item. The site also keeps popping up a new browser tab every time I choose a new offer. After a bit of work, I was able to find offers on all the items on my list. However, these five items were on sale in
four different stores, and instead it took to create a separate shopping list for each store. It was less convenient than being able to save all my menus in one, print out the list. Each individual list had several columns showing the details of the solution in a kind of abbreviated form, which was a little confusing. the page provided a key for some shortcuts, but it did not explain his
notes for newspaper coupons. I had to watch the video tutorial to learn that S stands SmartSource, RP for Red Plum and PG for Procter &amp; Gamble. On the plus side, CouponMom provided direct links to all printable online coupons found, which was helpful. Ease-of-Use Score: 3 out of 5 Accuracy of the five trades CouponMom found for me, two were not stacking deals. The
site just showed me where the item happened, it was for sale and what the sale price was. I could find this information on my own just scrolling through the store flyer, but CouponMom deals a little easier on the site. When I checked the sales prices couponmom listed in the store circulars, they were mostly correct. A few of them were gone by a few cents, which was a bit
confusing, but not a big deal. And coupons sites found from SmartSource were fine where it said it would be. However, one of the trades on couponmom's list was at best questionable. The site claimed that I could get $2.70 in cash back on oxygen bleach on target because the store offers a $15 gift card for spending $50 to choose homemade essentials. CouponMom apparently
figured out that since the regular price of bleach was $8.99, it would provide 17.9% of the required $50 in expenses, so it should count as earning 15% of the $15 reward. However, if I walk into Target and buy a container of bleach and nothing else, I won't get this $15 reward. My final price will be $7.99 ($8.99 minus $1 coupon) rather than the $5.49 CouponMom claimed. So this
site loses one point for accuracy because of its confusing math. Accuracy Score: 4 out of 5 CouponMom value successfully found me offers on all five of my selected items. The final prices for these items were: Cereals: $1.49 each for two boxes, 8.9 to 15.2 ounces each Orange juice: $2.50 for a 59-ounce bottle of soup: $1.25 for an 18-to-19-ounce can conditioner: $13 for two 13-
ounce bottles of oxygen bleach: $7.99 (actual price, not claimed prices) for a 3.5-pound container These prices are not bad, but they are not much better than the prices I find on my own by doing so that buys sales and purchases warehouse brands. To me, it doesn't look much like extreme coupons. At best, it's only mild to moderate coupons. Score: 3 out of 5 Overall Score: 3.3
out of 5 Food Smarts Like CouponMom, Food Smarts has two main features: printable coupons and search offers. For some reason, its coupons are sorted into four groups with different brands in each group. Fortunately, the site will help you by listing the latest coupons from the last 10 days or so, and I'll tell you where to click to find each one. Easy to use Search Offers on Food
Smarts was pretty easy. First, I clicked on the drop-down menu at the top of the page and asked to see the menus in my state. The page then displayed a second drop-down menu with a list of stores to choose from. Unfortunately, this list did not include any of the supermarkets where I normally The only stores on the list were CVS, Dollar General, Target, And Walgreens
Fortunately, this menu had the all-in-one option, which allowed me to see offers from all five of these stores on one page. Then I used the search function in my browser to search for items in my list. Grocery Smarts presents its offerings in one long list, sorted by store. For an item, there is one column, one for the sales price, one for a valid coupon (if any) and one for the final price.
Instead of showing a percentage of the price you can save, Food Smarts simply rates each store as 3 stars, 4 stars, extreme, or free. The list also includes information about where to find the coupons you need for the deal. If there is a printable coupon, the page contains a link to them. If the coupon is in a newspaper insert, the page identifies the insert with a shortcut similar to the
one used on couponmom and date. If there is more than one coupon available for the same item, the page lists the item multiple times. To use the site to create a shopping list, click start and highlight the specific offers you want. Once you have highlighted everything, click shrink to hide all nonhighlighted lines. There is also a box at the bottom to write notes on your shopping list
before printing, such as Stock up on Soup. However, there is one problem with this feature. If you're looking for deals for multiple deals at once, hitting Shrink also removes lines that tell you which store you're looking at. You need to make a separate note on this information to remember where to find your offers. This glitch stands instead of 1 point on its ease-of-use rating. Ease-
of-Use Score: 4 of 5 Precision Food Smarts found only three stacking menus for me. The first seemed to be correct: two for a $4 sale of cereal, with $1 out of two coupon from Smartsource that I had already verified was there, for a final price of $1.50. The sale worked, the coupon worked, and the math worked. However, the other two agreements were in trouble. Grocery Smarts
accurately identified the sale for soup at $1.95 to $1.95 per can, but it failed to note the store was also offering a digital coupon. With this coupon, you can buy twos and get one for free, for a final price of just $1.30 per can. If I only relied on Food Smarts for my information, I wouldn't know about this offer, so I'd probably only buy one option for $1.95. The other solution was the
same sale-plus-coupon for oxygen bleach that I saw on CouponMom. However, Food Smarts said the selling price for bleach was either $8.99 or $6.29 without explaining how that was the case. The site apparently uses the lower of these two prices to calculate its final price of $5.29 with a coupon. However, the only price I could find for bleach in target flyer sales was $8.99, so if I
could tell, there was no way to get the price Food Smarts promised. Accuracy Score: 2 out of 5 I docked Smarts 2 points per value because it could only find offers on of the five items on my list. And because he's looking for so few deals, the deals he's managed to find haven't been in stores where I usually shop. Its final prices were: Cereal: $1.50 each for two boxes, 8.9 to 13.8
ounces each Orange Juice: No Deals Found Soup: $1.95 for an 18.6-to-18.8-ounce can (that's where the price is listed, not the one I found on my own) Conditioner: No offers found oxygen bleach: $7.99 (again it's the actual price, not the claim price) for the 3.5-pound container These offers are even less impressive than those that I found on CouponMom. It cost the site one more
point in value, resulting in a weak final score. Value Score: 2 out of 5 Overall Score: 2.7 out of 5 Krazy Coupon Lady When you visit Krazy Coupon Lady (KCL), you see a long list of the latest hot deals on all kinds of stores. In addition to supermarkets and drugstores, this site includes department stores, restaurants, specialty stores, and even online stores on Amazon.com. KCL
provides a lot of information about these featured stores, including photos and a few paragraphs of text. It also includes some useful additions such as a list of coupons by brand, coupons guides, and a downloadable stock-up price list that shows rock-bottom prices for various basic items. Easy to use The main way to search for offers on KCL is by trade. Select a specific store from
the drop-down menu at the top of the screen, and you'll see a list of the latest offers from that store on the site. You can click on weekly menus to view stacking menus for this week, then use the browser search function to search for each item you want. If you see the agreement you want, click the check box next to it and the site will add it to your store list. You can search for
offers in multiple stores in a row and add all your selections to the same list. The icon in the upper-right corner of the screen shows how many stores you're saving. Click this icon and select Print to print your shopping list. To find offers on a specific product in all stores in your region, type the product name in the search bar on the main page. When I entered cereal, the site
displayed a list of the latest cereal stores from stores around the country. This list gave only the basic facts for each agreement: the name of the store, the cereal brand, and the final price. Clicking on a specific offer will display a more detailed description that shows where to find the relevant coupons. However, the full description often omitted some important information. For
example, the description of the Walgreens cereal agreement showed which cereal brands were on sale and the price for the box, but not how big the boxes were. This made it impossible to calculate unit prices, so I had no way to identify the best solution. This problem did not come with every solution, but it was serious enough to cost this site 2 points. On the plus side, KCL
provides one information coupon pages are not: price price For example, when the site showed me a deal on canned Aldi soup, it included a note showing the price of a comparable soup at Walmart. But this information doesn't show up on every deal. Ease-of-Use Score: 3 out of 5 Accuracy Because I couldn't always find unit prices, I couldn't be sure which offers on the KCL were
the best. So to test the site's accuracy, I chose the most promising-looking ones from the list. I was only able to find deals on two of the five items on my list: cereal and soup. The first cereal deal I checked out was from Rite Aid. The shop's sales flyer confirmed that the above sales price of KCL was correct, but the final price of the site depended on the use of two different
coupons. There was a printable coupon that the site associated with, and one of the coupon insert called RetailMeNot. I don't get this coupon insert delivered, and I wasn't able to find a copy of the coupon on the RetailMeNot website so I couldn't verify this deal. Since I couldn't be sure of that deal, I also checked out a second cereal deal from CVS. I had already seen this sale
when I reviewed Grocery Smarts, so I knew the sale price was correct. KCL paired the sale with a CVS ExtraCare coupon, which I was also able to verify. However, the site didn't mention the SmartSource coupon Food Smarts found, so I docked it a point for it. The only soup deal KCL found for me was a sale at Aldi that didn't require the use of a coupon. However, this deal was
more than four months old, so it probably wasn't still valid. Accuracy Score: 2 out of 5 Value I spent a fair amount of time searching for offers on KCL without finding much I could use. I haven't been able to find any deals on orange juice, conditioner, or oxygen bleach, despite the fact that both CouponMom and Food Smarts have been able to find a stacking deal on bleach. One
deal I found on the soup was outdated, and one of the two cereal agreements I found was tricky. Even if there is a coupon in the RetailMeNot embed, it's useless to me because I don't get it. The only deal I found out I was able to verify was for cereals in CVS. The final price on it was $1.50 for an 8.9-ounce to 13.8-ounce box - not a bad price, but not very impressive. All in all,
KCL didn't find me a single deal I couldn't find elsewhere, and it missed a few trades that other sites found. Its final prices were: Cereal: $1.50 for an 8.9-ounce 13.8-ounce box of Orange Juice: No Deals Found Soup: No Deals Found Conditioner: No Deals Found Oxygen Bleach: No Offers Found Value Score: 1 out of 5 Overall Score: 2 out of 5 Living Rich with Coupons like KCL,
Living Rich with Coupons (LRWC) displays a long list of recent deals on its main page. It includes offerings from a wide range of stores and online retailers, including Walgreens, Amazon, Target, and Facebook Marketplace. There are links at the top for coupons, online deals, deals, and so on. Easy to use This page allows you to search for menus in several ways. If you click filter
filter on the landing page and select the name of your country, LRWC filters your long list of stores to include only those available in your area. You can also click on the stores and select the store to see a list of this store's weekly sales prices, including coupons you can stack with them. If you want to find offers for a specific item, such as cereals, you can click the grocery price
comparison tool on the site and type the name of the item in the search box. The page pulls out a list of all stores that have bids on this item, and you click the names of the stores you want to search for. The LRWC then presents you with a list of all stacking offers on this item in these stores, sorted by trade. For each sale, it contains a lengthy list of all possible coupons that could
stack with it. This site provides direct links to print online coupons. In the case of coupons in sales leaflets, it shall indicate the leaflet, the date and expiry date of the coupon. This latest item is a handy extra feature most coupon sites don't have. However, I noticed one strange joke in the LRWC list: It did not provide actual sales prices for each store in its list. For example, it said
CVS had bogo 50% (buy one, get one for 50% off) deal on conditioner, but did not say what the normal price is. Even if it did list the sale price, LRWC didn't always crunch the numbers to say what the final price was after stacking the sale with a coupon. On some items, this included a note at the bottom of the item saying: As low as $1.50 each after the coupon. But when the list
of possible coupons was particularly long, it didn't do the math. These problems cost instead of 1 point for ease of use. When you click an item in the Grocery Price Comparison Tool, the page adds it to the saved shopping list, which is visible on the right side of the screen. Click the print or email icon to pull out this list in a separate window. For each deal on your list, LRWC shows
the trade name, items, sale price, amount you need to buy to get the deal, and all possible coupons to pair with the sale. You can edit the list before printing or e-mail. You can delete items that you don't want to see, such as coupons that you don't want to use, or change the quantity of items you want to buy. You can also manually add other items that you can't find menus on,
with or without handwritten notes. Ease-of-Use Score: 4 out of 5 LRWC accuracy found offers for all five items on my list. His cereal deal was from Dollar General: $2.50 for a box that could stack with any of six different coupons. Dollar General's sales flyer confirmed the sale price, but added one detail that LRWC missed: a store coupon of $1 off on two boxes. This oversight costs
LRWC a point for accuracy. As for coupons, all of them come from sources I didn't have access to, like retailmeNot. As a result, I can't tell if the LRWC is menus for these items would or would not work. The second deal the LRWC found was flat-out wrong. It claimed that The juice was on sale for $1.88 at Stop &amp; Shop when the actual price quoted in the store flyer was two for
$5. It cost the place another point. All other LRWC offers found were accurate. Two were sales that did not include a coupon, which I was able to confirm in the stores' sales circles. The third was the target oxygen bleach agreement that I've already seen on both CouponMom and Food Smarts. Unlike these other sites, LRWC correctly put the actual final price of the item at $7.99.
Accuracy score: 3 out of 5 LRWC gets mean results for the value. The best final price she found on cereal was $1.75 per box, which is just so-so. If he had managed to spot a $1-off-two coupon, it would have reduced the final price to $1.25, but I wouldn't have known about this deal if I had relied solely on LWRC. The site also gets no credit for finding me a $1.88 price for orange
juice that doesn't exist. The rest of the stores LRWC found were also just OK. LWRC's final prices were: Cereal: No Deals Found Orange Juice: No Deals Found Soup: $1.50 per Can (Size Not Listed) Conditioner: $13 for two bottles (size not stated, but it's usually 13 ounces) Oxygen Bleach: $7.99 for a 3.5-pound container instead deserves credit for correctly calculating the final
price on bleach, but the price itself is nothing which would get excited. Score: 3 out of 5 Overall score: 3.3 out of 5 Final Word of the four places I tested, CouponMom and Living Rich with coupons tied to the best overall score. LWRC was easier to use, while CouponMom did a better job of calculating final prices correctly. But neither of these sites was the perfect coupon-stacking
resource I was hoping to find. The best stacking deals that revealed were no better than the prices I usually get on my own without coupons. Of course, what works for me is not necessarily what will work for you. If your local stores have a better sale than me, or if you regularly buy more items, you may find coupons for these coupon sites could save you some significant money. If
you would like to give them a try, I suggest using LRWC first to find coupon offers, then numbers via CouponMom to double-check. If the deal you found on the LRWC also appears on CouponMom, you can reasonably be sure that it will work when you get to the checkout. Speaking for myself, I think I'll stick to other methods for saving money on food. Between my grocery price
books, my store loyalty cards, and buying store brands (especially in discount stores like Aldi), I think I can find prices good enough to give extreme couponers a run for their money. Have you tried using a website or app to find coupon stacking offers? How well did it work for you? You?
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